CHAPTER 231. INTRASTATE MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
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Authority
The provisions of this Chapter 231 issued under the Vehicle Code 75 Pa.C.S. §§ 4704 and 6103, unless otherwise noted.

Source
The provisions of this Chapter 231 adopted March 10, 1989, effective May 10, 1989, 19 Pa.B. 1020, unless otherwise noted.

Cross References

Subchapter A. GENERAL

Sec.
231.1. General information and requirements.
231.2. Scope.
231.3. Definitions.
231.4—231.6. [Reserved].
231.7. Adoption of portions of 49 CFR by reference.
231.8. Additions or modifications to 49 CFR.
231.9. Adoption of out-of-service criteria.
231.10. Interpretations of Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.

§ 231.1. General information and requirements.

(a) Purpose. This chapter prescribes the minimum requirements and qualifications for drivers, vehicles and other matters relating to the intrastate operation of commercial motor vehicles. Much of this chapter incorporates by reference 49 CFR Parts 382, 385 and 390—396 and the North American Standard Out-of-Service Criteria. Appropriate parts may be obtained from the following:
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(b) **Application.**

(1) A motor carrier and its officers, drivers, agents, employees and representatives involved in, or related to, the transportation of intrastate commerce shall comply with this chapter and shall take measures necessary to assure compliance.

(2) Officers, agents, representatives, drivers and employees of motor carriers concerned with the management, maintenance, operation or driving of vehicles engaged in intrastate commerce shall be conversant with, and knowledgeable of, this chapter.

(c) **Title and name changes.** To reconcile differences between this chapter and the incorporated sections of Federal regulations and to effectuate their joint enforcement, except in 49 CFR Part 382 (relating to controlled substances and alcohol use and testing), the following words and terms, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, shall be substituted for the language of the Federal regulations as follows:

(1) Reference to the Department of Transportation means the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.

(2) Reference to the Secretary means the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.

(3) Reference to special agent includes a police officer or a qualified Commonwealth employee.

(4) Reference to Department means the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.

(5) Reference to school bus means the term as defined in 75 Pa.C.S. § 102 (relating to definitions).

(6) Reference to Director, Office of Bus and Truck Standards and Operations (MC PSD) means Director of the Bureau of Driver Licensing of the Commonwealth.

(7) Reference to State Director or Division Administrator, FMCSA means the Director of the Bureau of Driver Licensing of the Commonwealth.

(8) Reference to Medical Program Specialist, FMCSA field service center means the Medical Unit of the Bureau of Driver Licensing of the Commonwealth.

(d) **Forms and documents.** References to forms in the Federal regulations incorporated by reference shall be replaced by the appropriate forms prescribed by the Department.
§ 231.2. Scope.

(a) Except as otherwise provided, this chapter applies to commercial motor vehicles and school buses engaged in intrastate commerce.

(b) This chapter applies to motor carriers of property or passengers involved in intrastate commerce, whether common carriers, contract carriers or private carriers.

§ 231.3. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

Qualified Commonwealth employee—The term as it is defined in 75 Pa.C.S. § 4102 (relating to definitions).

School bus—The term as defined in 75 Pa.C.S. § 102 (relating to definitions).

§ 231.4—231.6. [Reserved].

§ 231.7. Adoption of portions of 49 CFR by reference.

The Department incorporates by reference the following portions of 49 CFR (relating to transportation), subject to §§ 231.3 and 231.8 (relating to definitions; and additions or modifications to 49 CFR).

(1) Part 382 (relating to controlled substances and alcohol use and testing).

(2) Part 385 (relating to safety fitness procedures).

(3) Part 390 (relating to Federal motor carrier safety regulations; general).
(4) Part 391 (relating to qualifications of drivers and longer combination vehicle (LCV) driver instructors).
(5) Part 392 (relating to driving of commercial motor vehicles).
(6) Part 393 (relating to parts and accessories necessary for safe operation).
(7) Part 395 (relating to hours of service of drivers).
(8) Part 396 (relating to inspection, repair, and maintenance).

Source
The provisions of this § 231.7 adopted April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106.

Cross References
This section cited in 67 Pa. Code § 231.8 (relating to additions or modifications to 49 CFR); and 67 Pa. Code § 231.10 (relating to interpretations of Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations).

§ 231.8. Additions or modifications to 49 CFR.

As stated in § 231.7 (relating to adoption of portions of 49 CFR by reference), this chapter generally incorporates 49 CFR Parts 382, 385, 390, 391, 392, 393, 395 and 396. The following modification, additions and deletions to those parts apply:

(1) The definition of “commercial motor vehicle” in 49 CFR 390.5 (relating to definitions) is modified to read as follows:

Commercial motor vehicle—Any motor vehicle or combination used on a highway in intrastate commerce to transport passengers or property when the vehicle meets one of the following conditions:

(i) Has a gross vehicle weight rating or gross combination weight rating, or gross vehicle weight or gross combination weight, of 17,001 pounds or more, whichever is greater.
(ii) Is designed or used to transport more than 8 passengers (including the driver) for compensation.
(iii) Is designed or used to transport more than 15 passengers, including the driver, and is not used to transport passengers for compensation.
(iv) Is a school bus.
(v) Is transporting hazardous materials which is required to be placarded in accordance with Department regulations.

(2) 49 CFR 390.3 (relating to general applicability) is modified by deleting subsection (f)(1).

(3) 49 CFR 390.3(f)(2) is modified to remove the reference to transportation by a state or any political subdivision of a state.

(4) 49 CFR 390.19 (relating to motor carrier identification report) is deleted in its entirety.

(5) 49 CFR 391.2 (relating to general exceptions) is modified to add an exemption for an inspection mechanic who is performing a road test as required under Chapter 175 (relating to vehicle equipment and inspection) from the
requirements of 49 CFR Part 391 (relating to qualifications of drivers and longer combination vehicle (LCV) driver instructors).

(6) 49 CFR 391.2 is modified to add an exemption from the requirements of 49 CFR Part 391 for regularly employed drivers of State and local governments and agencies of State and local government.

(7) 49 CFR 391.11(b)(4) (relating to general qualifications of drivers) is modified to exempt school bus drivers who are required to comply with the medical regulations in Chapter 71 (relating to school bus drivers).

(8) 49 CFR Part 391 is modified by adding the following exemption regarding drivers regularly employed as of September 23, 1995, and the parameters for the exemption:

(i) A regularly employed driver as of September 23, 1995, who cannot meet the physical qualifications requirements of 49 CFR Part 391, will be considered to be qualified to operate in intrastate commerce if certified by the medical examiner and motor carrier in accordance with this section. The driver shall be considered qualified only until the existing unqualifying medical or physical condition significantly worsens or a new unqualifying medical or physical condition develops subsequent to September 23, 1995.

(ii) The motor carrier’s certification shall be based on a review of the driver’s past driving safety record and accident history. The motor carrier’s certification shall be on a form prescribed by the Department and shall be valid for a period commensurate with the period of the medical examiner’s certificate issued in accordance with this chapter.

(iii) A copy of the medical examiner’s initial certificate establishing a driver’s qualification under this section and annotated in accordance with paragraph (iv), the most current biannual medical examiner’s certificate and the most current certification by the employing motor carrier that the driver is qualified to operate in intrastate commerce shall be maintained in the driver’s qualification file for the entire period of the driver’s term of employment and for an additional 2 years after termination of employment.

(iv) If the medical examiner determines that the driver is only qualified to drive in intrastate commerce in accordance with subparagraphs (i)—(iii), the medical examiner’s certificate required under 49 CFR 391.43 (relating to medical examination; certificate of physical examination) must display the statement “Medically qualified to operate in intrastate commerce only.”

(9) 49 CFR 391.11(b)(1) is deleted.

(10) 49 CFR 391.47(e) (relating to resolution of conflicts of medical evaluation) is modified to reference Chapter 491 (relating to administrative practice and procedure) instead of § 386.13(a).

(11) 49 CFR 391.47(f) is modified to read as follows:

(f) Status of driver. Once a petition for review of a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Driver Licensing is submitted, the driver shall be
deemed disqualified until such time as the Pennsylvania Secretary of Transportation makes a determination or orders otherwise.

(12) 49 CFR 390.27 (relating to locations of motor carrier safety service centers) is amended to read as follows:

390.27 Address of the Medical Unit of the Bureau of Driver Licensing

The mailing address for the Medical Unit is PENNDOT, Bureau of Driver Licensing, Medical Unit, 1101 South Front Street, 3rd Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17104-2516.

(13) 49 CFR 385.1(d) (relating to purpose and scope) is modified to read as follows:

(d) The provisions of this part apply to all motor carriers subject to the requirements of this subchapter, except nonbusiness private motor carriers of passengers and farmers that do not transport hazardous materials of a type or quantity that requires the commercial motor vehicle to be placarded in accordance with 49 CFR 177.823.

(14) 49 CFR 393.86(b)(1)(IV) (relating to rear impact guards and rear end protection) is amended to add the following sentence: “This location requirement does not apply to dump trucks owned by or registered to the Commonwealth or a political subdivision of this Commonwealth that is used for roadway construction, maintenance or repair.”

(15) 49 CFR 395.1 (relating to scope of rules in this part) is modified by adding subsections as follows:

(q.1) This part does not apply to transportation relating to snow removal, roadway maintenance and traffic control support activities performed by a state or any political subdivision of the state.

(q.2) A driver performing highway snow removal operations on behalf of the state or any political subdivision of the state who is not eligible to be exempted under subsection (q.1) may operate a commercial motor vehicle for up to 12 hours provided that:

(1) The driver does not drive a commercial motor vehicle after having been on duty for more than 16 hours; and

(2) The driver has not been on duty 70 hours in 7 consecutive days or 80 hours in 8 consecutive days.

(16) 49 CFR 390.23(a) (relating to relief from regulations) is modified to read as follows:

(a) Some or all of Parts 390 through 399 of this chapter shall not apply to any motor carrier or driver operating a commercial motor vehicle to provide emergency relief during an emergency, subject to the following limitations:

(1) Regional emergencies.

(i) The exemption provided by paragraph (a)(1) of this section is effective only when:
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(A) An emergency has been declared by the President of the United States, the Governor of a State, or their authorized representatives having authority to declare emergencies; or

(iii) A declaration of emergency by a Governor of a State may limit the exemption provided by paragraph (a)(1) of this section to specified provisions of Parts 390 through 399 of this chapter.

Authority
The provisions of this § 231.8 amended under the Vehicle Code, 75 Pa.C.S. §§ 4704 and 6103.

Source

(Editor’s Note: The amendments to this section at 41 Pa.B. 6086 (November 12, 2011) were made under section 6(d) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.6(d)). The amendments published at 42 Pa.B. 25 (January 7, 2012) were final-omitted regulations.)

Cross References
This section cited in 67 Pa. Code § 231.7 (relating to adoption of portions of 49 CFR by reference).

§ 231.9. Adoption of out-of-service criteria.

Source
The provisions of this § 231.9 adopted April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106.

§ 231.10. Interpretations of Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.
The Department will be guided by interpretations of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations issued by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration for those Parts enumerated in § 231.7 (relating to adoption of portions of 49 CFR by reference). Copies of these interpretations may be obtained by contacting the director, bureau of Highway Safety and Traffic Engineering, 400 North Street, P. O. Box 2047, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2047, or through the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration web site: http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/rules-regulations/administration/fmcsr/fmcsrguide.aspx?section_type=G.
Subchapter B. QUALIFICATIONS OF DRIVERS

GENERAL

Sec.
231.21—231.22. [Reserved].
231.23—231.25. [Reserved].

QUALIFICATION AND DISQUALIFICATION OF DRIVERS

231.31. [Reserved].
231.32. [Reserved].

BACKGROUND AND CHARACTER

231.41—231.44. [Reserved].

PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EXAMINATIONS

231.61—231.63. [Reserved].
231.64—231.65. [Reserved].
231.66. [Reserved].

FILES AND RECORDS

231.71. [Reserved].

LIMITED EXEMPTIONS

231.81—231.82. [Reserved].
231.83. [Reserved].
231.84—231.85. [Reserved].
GENERAL

§§ 231.21—231.22. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.21—231.22 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198297).

§§ 231.23—231.25. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.23—231.25 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198298).

QUALIFICATION AND DISQUALIFICATION OF DRIVERS

§ 231.31. [Reserved].

Source

§ 231.32. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.32 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198299).

BACKGROUND AND CHARACTER

§§ 231.41—231.44. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.41—231.44 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198299).

PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EXAMINATIONS

§ 231.61—231.63. [Reserved].

Source
§§ 231.64—231.65. [Reserved].

Source

§ 231.66. [Reserved].

Source

FILES AND RECORDS

§ 231.71. [Reserved].

Source

LIMITED EXEMPTIONS

§§ 231.81—231.82. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.81—231.82 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198302).

§ 231.83. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.83 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198302) to (198303).

§§ 231.84—231.85. [Reserved].

Source
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Subchapter C. [Reserved]

GENERAL

Sec. 231.101—231.103. [Reserved].
231.104—231.111. [Reserved].

DRIVING OF VEHICLES

231.121—231.123. [Reserved].
231.124—231.127. [Reserved].

STOPPED VEHICLES

231.131—231.135. [Reserved].

USE OF LIGHTED LAMPS AND REFLECTORS

231.141. [Reserved].
231.142—231.144. [Reserved].

ACCIDENTS AND LICENSE REVOCATION; DUTIES OF DRIVER

231.151—231.153. [Reserved].

FUELING PRECAUTIONS

231.161—231.163. [Reserved].

PROHIBITED PRACTICES

231.171—231.180. [Reserved].
231.181. [Reserved].
GENERAL

§§ 231.101—231.103. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.101—231.103 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198305).

§§ 231.104—231.111. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.104—231.111 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198306).

DRIVING OF VEHICLES

§§ 231.121—231.123. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.121—231.123 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198306).

§§ 231.124—231.127. [Reserved].

Source

STOPPED VEHICLES

§§ 231.131—231.135. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.131—231.135 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198307).

USE OF LIGHTED LAMPS AND REFLECTORS

§ 231.141. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.141 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198307) to (198308).
§§ 231.142—231.144. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.142—231.144 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198308).

ACCIDENTS AND LICENSE REVOCATION;
DUTIES OF DRIVER

§§ 231.151—231.153. [Reserved].

Source

FUELING PRECAUTIONS

§§ 231.161—231.163. [Reserved].

Source

PROHIBITED PRACTICES

§§ 231.171—231.180. [Reserved].

Source

§ 231.181. [Reserved].

Source

Notes of Decisions

Seizure

Warrantless seizure of a radar detector would have been permissible under the plain view doctrine when the officer, who responded to a dispatch informing him of an accident and who approached a truck involved in the accident to assure that the emergency brake was set, viewed the radar detector on the truck’s dashboard from his lawful vantage point outside of the truck; the seizure was not rendered impermissible because it was delayed until a time when the truck was impounded. Commonwealth v. Petroll, 738 A.2d 993 (Pa. 1999).
Subchapter D. [Reserved]

GENERAL

Sec. 231.191. [Reserved]

LIGHTING DEVICES, REFLECTORS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

231.201—231.202. [Reserved].
231.203—231.208. [Reserved].
231.209. [Reserved].
231.210—231.216. [Reserved].
231.217—231.223. [Reserved].

BRAKES

231.231—231.235. [Reserved].
231.236—231.243. [Reserved].

GLAZING AND WINDOW CONSTRUCTION

231.251—231.254. [Reserved].

FUEL SYSTEMS

231.261—231.263. [Reserved].

COUPLING DEVICES AND TOWING METHODS

231.271—231.272. [Reserved].

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

231.281. [Reserved].
231.282—231.291. [Reserved].
231.292—231.299. [Reserved].
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EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

231.301. [Reserved].

PROTECTION AGAINST SHIFTING OR FALLING CARGO

231.311—231.314. [Reserved].

GENERAL

§ 231.191. [Reserved].

Source

LIGHTING DEVICES, REFLECTORS
AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

§§ 231.201—231.202. [Reserved].

Source

§§ 231.203—231.208. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.203—231.208 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198313).

§ 231.209. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.209 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198313) to (198314).

§§ 231.210—231.216. [Reserved].

Source
§§ 231.217—231.223. [Reserved].

Source

BRAKES

§§ 231.231—231.235. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.231—231.235 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198315).

§§ 231.236—231.243. [Reserved].

Source

GLAZING AND WINDOW CONSTRUCTION

§§ 231.251—231.252. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.251—231.252 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198316).

§§ 231.253—231.254. [Reserved].

Source

FUEL SYSTEMS

§§ 231.261—231.263. [Reserved].

Source
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COUPLING DEVICES AND TOWING METHODS

§§ 231.271—231.272. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of these §§ 231.271—231.272 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198317).

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

§ 231.281. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of this § 231.281 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198317) to (198319).

§§ 231.282—231.291. [Reserved].

Source


§§ 231.292—231.299. [Reserved].

Source


EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

§ 231.301. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of this § 231.301 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198320).

PROTECTION AGAINST SHIFTING OR FALLING CARGO

§§ 231.311—231.314. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of these §§ 231.311—231.314 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198321).
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Subchapter E. [Reserved]

GENERAL

Sec. 231.331. [Reserved].

DRIVERS SERVICE TIME

231.341—231.342. [Reserved].
231.343. [Reserved].
231.344—231.346. [Reserved].
231.347. [Reserved].

GENERAL

§ 231.331. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.331 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198322).

DRIVERS SERVICE TIME

§§ 231.341—231.342. [Reserved].

Source

§ 231.343. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.343 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198322).

§§ 231.344—231.346. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.344—231.346 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198327).
§ 231.347. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of this § 231.347 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198327) to (198328).

Subchapter F. [Reserved]

Sec.
231.361—231.363. [Reserved].
231.364. [Reserved].
231.365. [Reserved].
231.366—231.367. [Reserved].

§§ 231.361—231.363. [Reserved].

Source


§ 231.364. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of this § 231.364 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198328) to (198329).

§ 231.365. [Reserved].

Source

The provisions of this § 231.365 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198329) to (198330).

§§ 231.366—231.367. [Reserved].

Source

Subchapter G. [Reserved]

Sec.
231.381—231.383. [Reserved].
231.384. [Reserved].
231.385—231.392. [Reserved].

§§ 231.381—231.383. [Reserved].

Source

§ 231.384. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.384 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198330) to (198331).

§§ 231.385—231.392. [Reserved].

Source

Subchapter H. [Reserved]

Sec.
231.411. [Reserved].

§ 231.411. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.411 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198331) to (198332).

Subchapter I. [Reserved]

Sec.
231.431—231.432. [Reserved].
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§§ 231.431—231.432. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of these §§ 231.431—231.432 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198332).

Subchapter J. [Reserved]

Sec.
231.451. [Reserved].
231.452. [Reserved].
231.453. [Reserved].

§ 231.451. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.451 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198332) to (198333).

§ 231.452. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.452 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (198333).

§ 231.453. [Reserved].

Source
The provisions of this § 231.453 reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198333) to (198334).

APPENDIX A [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix A reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198334) to (198336).

APPENDIX B [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix B reserved April 23, 2010, effective April 24, 2010, 40 Pa.B. 2106. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (198336) to (198351).